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Back
in blue
Laker defense will look
to stifle Tiffin offense
in season opener
BY BEAU TROUTMAN
SPORTSC(pLANTHORN.COM

he new video board in Lub
bers Stadium stands tall—
40 feet tall, to be exactready for game action. The
sleek all-blue uniforms, a benefit of
the Adidas contract signed this past
summer, are ready to be worn. It’s
that time of year again.
Its officially football season in
Allendale.
“I think everybody around here
is just excited to get back and com
pete,” said GVSU quarterback Bart
Williams. “You know its been a
long time, since the middle of De
cember. Hopefully we’ll show that
we’ve grown since last year.”
The Grand Valley State football
(12-3 in 2015) team hosts Tiffin (5-6)
in it’s season opener Sept. 1 at Lubbers
Stadium at 7 p.m. It is the second year
[
in a row the Lakers have opened the
season on a Thursday—last season,
the Lakers defeated Southwest Baptist
36-28 in the season opener.
They’re hoping they can start the
year off with a win again tonight.
1
“(Tiffin’s) team has our full at
tention,” GVSU coach Matt Mitchell
said. “They’re a quality football club.
They beat some teams up here in
1
the North. They took it to Saginaw,
I
they beat Wayne, they’ve done some
1
things to some established pro
1
I
grams. Their program is on the rise.”
1
Though the Dragons finished un
1
der .500 last season, they aren’t a team
1
to be overlooked. They are led by se
I
nior quarterback Antonio Pipkin, who
1
made his case as one of the top quar
terbacks in the GLIAC last year. He
finished with 3227 passing yards with
32 touchdowns and 729 rushing yards
I
with eight touchdowns in 11 games.
I
The Laker defense will have
1
to respect Pipkin’s ability as both
1
a runner and a passer, but there
won’t be any surprises when both
teams take the field.
“They run four wide receivers,

T

Defense

Offense
Quarterback

Tight End

Defensive End

Nlckleback

#6 Bart Williams
15 games played
4,206 passing yards (school record)
45 touchdown passes
Redshirt Sophomore

#41 Nick Keizer
13 games played
127 yards
2 touchdowns
Redshirt Junior

#3 Sydney Omameh
16.5 career sacks
Redshirt senior

#2 Marquez Gollman
15 games played
117 tackles
3 interceptions
Redshirt senior

Defenslnve End
#54 Dylan Carroll
14 games played
32 tackles
3.5 sacks
Redshirt sophomore

Left Tackle

Halfback

#63 Ben Walling
6-foot-5
288 pounds
Redshirt Sophomore

#21 Marty Carter
14 games played
889 rushing yards
7 rushing touchdowns
Sophomore

Defensive Lineman

Left Guard
Wide Receiver
#24 Matt Williams
15 games played
1357 receiving yards
17 receiving touchdowns
Redshirt Senior

'. '

1
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Wide Receiver
#3 Brandon Bean
9 games played
628 receiving yards
6 receiving touchdowns
Redshirt Junior

Wide Receiver
#11 Nick Dodson
15 games played
479 receiving yards
5 receiving touchdowns
Sophomore

#71 Dan DeLuca
6-foot-4
285 pounds
Redshirt junior

#5 DeOndre Hogan
15 games played
65 tackles
3.5 sacks
Redshirt senior

Center

Defensive Lineman

#51 Aaron Cox ”
6-foot-5
300 pounds
Redshirt senior

#90 Mark Rosenquist
15 games played
28 tackles
Senior

Right Guard

Linebacker

#61 Evan Schriner
6-foot-2
286 pounds
Redshirt Junior

#7 David Talley
15 games played
128 tackles
5 sacks
Redshirt senior

Right Tackle
Linebacker

#66 Scott Koenigsknecht
6-foot-6
290 pounds
Redshirt junior

#49 Collin Schlosser
15 games played
84 tackles
5 sacks
Redshirt junior

Cornerback
#28 Tre Walton
15 games played
11 pass break-ups
6 interceptions
Redshirt junior

Cornerback
#30 Devin McKissic
15 games played
7 pass break-ups
3 interceptions
Redshirt sophomore
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1

Free safety
#32 Donte Carey
15 games played
7 pass break-ups
1 interception
Redshirt senior

I
I
1
1

Strong safety

I

#25 Garrett Pougnet
15 games played
105 tackles
3 interceptions
Redshirt junior
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Living the simple life ZTailtoJZr

‘AnyBODY

BY SANDA VAZGEC
ASSISTANTNEWS@LANTHORN.COM

Deciding on a place to live can be
one of the most stressful decisions
a college student has to make. Stu
dents typically have three options
when it comes to housing: living on
campus, off campus or commuting
from home. However, one Grand
Valley State University senior has
found an alternative to the typical
college housing situation.
For the next year, Jake Czerwinski
will wake up every morning in his
1992 Dodge B350 van named Maive,
which he has refurbished to make
into a fully functional living space.
With the lease for his house
coming to an end, two of his room
mates set to study abroad for the
summer and another spending the
break at home, Czerwinski decided
he didn’t want to spend the sum
mer looking for places to live.
“I don’t remember the first
time I saw someone living in a van
and thought maybe that was an
idea or if someone just said some
thing as a joke,” Czerwinski said.
"But it came up and I just thought
that’s what I’m going to do.”
When Czerwinski mentioned
his plans to his friends and family
they didn’t think much of it or take
it very seriously. That was until he

actually bought the van.
His search for a van began in
early March before his spring break
trip to Fort Lauderdale. After look
ing on Craig’s List for vans in Flori
da, he found one that he liked, made
a phone call and was set to have a
test drive upon his arrival.
“My friends dropped me off to see
the van and I went into the dealership
to talk to the guy,” Czerwinski said.
“When I looked outside I could see
them looking at the van holding their
heads like ‘what is he thinking.”’
Despite running well on his first
test drive, Czerwinski said the roof
was in pretty bad shape and when he
went in to actually purchase the ve
hicle, the battery was dead.
After spending some time waiting
for the battery to charge he was even
tually able to negotiate with the own
er to have a new battery put in. Cz
erwinski gave the owner $1,400 and
officially purchased his new home.
“I kept asking him if he was
sure about this, the car had weeds
growing inside of it,” said Conor
Penning, Czerwinski’s friend.
“But at the same time in the back
of mind I know how much of a
hard worker Jake is, so I figured if
anyone can pull this off it’s him.”
Subsequently, the van served
as the group’s main transportation
during their spring break trip. But

the ride wasn’t so pleasant once the
van embarked on its 1,450-mile
long trek back to Michigan. With
open vents and no insulation, the
ride was cold and uncomfortable
for the next 24 hours of driving.
Once they arrived back home,
Czerwinski started researching ideas
and making blueprints for his project.
Living in the van comes with a
deeper meaning than just saving
some money for Czerwinski. His
journey is fueled by living solely
within his means, his religious be
liefs which center around helping
others and proving to himself that
he can live and be happy with hav
ing only the things he needs.
“Everyone wants everything
they can have, and that’s just not
how I see it,” Czerwinski said. “I
look at helping people as the No. 1
thing, not spending all of the mon
ey you make on yourself.”
While he said he cannot contrib
ute to the community financially, he
spends his time volunteering at local
ministries and hopes to do more in
the future with helping those in need.
“He’s always had this minimalistic lifestyle and he lives by his
word,” said Alex Tollis, another
friend of Czerwinski. “This whole
experience shows a lot about his
character. He’s the most humble,
genuine guy and when he says he’s

DOWNLOAD
OUR APP......

going to do something, he does it.”
Czerwinski said his friends and
family were concerned at the be
ginning, but are now supportive
and excited about his decision af
ter seeing the progress he’s made
on the renovation.
Studying math and engineer
ing combined with his job as a
machinist helped Czerwinski plan
and execute his project.
The van is equipped with LED
lights on the ceiling so the area is fully
lit at night. There is a sink with runSEEVAN | A3

is a Laker’
New app helps students
find single-user restrooms,
nursing nests on campus
BY JESS HODGE
NEWS@LANTHORN. COM

The debate regarding transgender
people and public bathrooms isn’t
one that people take lightly and has
been cause for heated arguments
around the nation. Grand Valley
State University, in its recent push to
make the campus more inclusive, has
launched an app to help students find
single-user restrooms on campus.
The app, which is aptly named
“anyBODYS,” was created through
collaboration among the Milton E.
Ford LGBT Resource Center, the Di
vision of Inclusion and Equity and
Teaching Through Technology (T3).
T3 is a team of GVSU students, fac
ulty and alumni who strive to share
their knowledge through technology.
Staff members at GVSU’s LGBT
Resource Center reached out to T3
after they felt there was a strong need
to help the campus community.
Andrew Plague, communication
and project coordinator at the Divi
sion of Indusion and Equity, said the

MINIMALISTIC: Czerwinski poses on
top of his van. gvl I sanda vazgec
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nursing nests throughout cam
pus, a comfortable private place
to breastfeed.”
It is difficult to determine
and assess how many trans
gender or gender non-conforming students, faculty and
staff are on campus, as this
information is not something
they need to report to the
university. The data from the
most recent campus climate
survey suggested 1 percent
of the students who took the
survey identified as transgen
der, gender non-conforming.
Although 1 percent may seem
small, that is still about 250
students. This number does
not include faculty and staff.
Marla Wick, assistant di
rector at the LGBT Resource
Center, believes the app will
benefit everyone in the GVSU
community.
“Not everyone feels com
fortable and safe using gendersegregated multi-stall rest
rooms,” she said in an email
statement. “The anyBODYS
app is a development that is
consistent with GVSUs mis
sion to create an educational
environment that welcomes ev
eryone, and we all have bodies.”
The app has received praise
and feedback from faculty, staff

LAKER
CONTINUED FROM A1

PARKING CHANGES, ADDITIONAL VIEWING OP
TIONS FOR FOOTBALL HOME OPENER
Grand Valley State University students with Thursday
afternoon and evening classes are encouraged to use the
Campus Connector Bus System Sept 1. due to the GVSU
football home opener. Lot C East and Lot B will be closed
starting at noon. At 4 p.m., Lot G will turn into $5 paid park
ing. Lot C West will be unavailable all day. Lots H and J will
be available for student parking. All residential lots are open
for all students on this day only and will not be ticketed.
Students are also encouraged to arrive to campus earlier
than usual because lots will fill up quickly.
For students and fans unable to attend GVSU’s Sept.
1 football game against the Tiffin Dragons, the game
will be broadcasted live on ESPN3 and via WatchESPN
at 7 p.m. The game will be held at Lubbers Stadium
in Allendale and will debut the university’s new video
board. The game will be called by Tom Cleary and Bob
Mitchell and students can follow along with live Tweets
from @GVLSports throughout the game.

TORNADO TESTING
All communities within Ottawa County will participate
in tornado siren testing Sept. 2. The tests begin at noon
and will consist of a one to three minute long steady
tone. Community members do not need to take any ac
tion during this time but are encouraged to be familiar
with their closest shelter zones in the event of severe
weather. In the event of actual severe weather, the test
will be postponed. These tests will continue every first
Friday of each month. For more information and a list of
safety zones on campus visit www.gvsu.edu/emergency.

motivating factor for the
app was transgender and gen
der non-conforming Lakers.
“The main point is for
students, faculty and staff to
be able to find restrooms on
campus that they’re com
fortable using,” Plague said.
“Someone who is transgender
or gender non-conforming
might not feel comfortable
using a public restroom so
they’re looking for a place
where they know they are not
going to face any form of ha
rassment.”
Plague said anyBODYS also
benefits other groups of people
as well, including people with
disabilities and parents on
campus. He said using the re
stroom can be complicated,
especially for people in wheel
chairs that have to maneuver
around or for people who have
an aid who accompanies them
to the restroom.
“The third large group I
think that benefits from this
app are student parents and
professors or staff members
who are nursing,” Plague said.
“It also helps find (a) variety of

and students, Wick said. Some
users even suggested bath
rooms that weren’t previously
listed on the app.
The anyBODYS home
screen lists all GVSU cam
puses for users to pick from.
After selecting a location, the
user can then click on a build
ing or they have the option to
select nursing nest locations
to choose from.
Once the user clicks on a
building and selects a restroom,
there are written instructions to
help the user locate the rest
room or nursing nests. If they
select the nursing nest option,
each location then lists the fea
tures for parents. There is also
an option for the user to see a
picture of the location.
“I think it is a good addition
because its just one more way
we can show students, staff and
faculty that they belong here,
that Grand Valley is inclusive
and accessible to all people
regardless of identity’’ Plague
said. “I think it’s a positive con
tribution to our campus and
I also think it’s a great dem
onstration of how anyone can
make a positive contribution to
our campus climate and to in
clusion at Grand Valley.”
The T3 team is setting out

wristbands in the dorm this up
coming weekend for students
to wear and show their support
for the anyBODYS app. Star
Swift, associate professor and
faculty adviser for the T3 team,
said the wristbands are not to
promote the app, rather pro
mote the idea behind the app.
“Our hope is that the wrist
bands are worn not only to ad
vertise the mobile app. We want
people to wear them as a way of
saying: our campus is for anyBODYT she said via email. “We
think this of special import as
the fall legislation goes forward
and the court addresses cari
ous relevant issues, issues that
impact not only bathrooms but
also employment rights.”
An email account has been
set up for the GVSU com
munity to provide feedback.
Download the app and submit
feedback to anybodygvsu@
gmail.com.
“If a person does not feel
comfortable using the bath
room on campus, they will
have a hard time feeling com
fortable and welcome while
working or attending classes or
even just visiting,” Wick said.
“When we prioritize the needs
of the most vulnerable people,
everyone benefits.”

TRIO GRANT
Grand Valley State University received a $1.7 million
grant from the U.S Department of Education to fund and
expand the TRIO Educational Talent Search program. The
programs serves sixth-12th grade students enrolled in
Grand Rapids Public Schools. They offer academic and
career counseling to students and provide resources and
opportunities for success. With the grant, tutoring and
mentoring services will be able to expand to more schools
in the area and grow the program over the next five years.
For more information on the TRIO Educational Talent
Search program, visit www.gvsu.edu/ets.

CAMPUS LIFE NIGHT
Grand Valley State University will host the annual
Campus Life Night event Sept. 6, where students can meet
and connect with over 450 student organizations. The event
will be held in Lot H from 7 p.m. until 9 p.m. There will also
be business and nonprofits from the community avail
able for students to engage with for future career plans.
Students can sign up for clubs, groups, organizations and
sports while playing games and participating in giveaways.
For more information visit, www.gvsu.edu/campuslifenight.

University Libraries
announces changes
in staff, databases
Dean of libraries .
retires, search
for new dean
has begun

USING THE APP: A photo of the anyBODYS app. T3 created the app in collaboration with the LGBT Resource Center and the Division of
Inclusion and Equity. The app helps people locate single-user restrooms and nursing nests on all GVSU campuses. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF
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WORD SCRAMBLE
Rearrange the letters to spell
something pertaining to writing.

At the Lanthom, we strive to bring you the most accurate news possible If we make
a mistake, we want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in the Lanthom. let
us know by calling 616-331-2464 or by emailing editoriak®lanthom.com.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn is published twice-weekly by Grand Valley State
University students 62 times a year One copy of this newspaper is available
free of charge to any member of the Grand Valley Community. For additional
copies, at SI each, please contact our business offices.

1. Taro plant
3. Stone splinter
10. One who likes tobacco
12. Roughly chipped flint
14. He played Gandalf
16. Indicates position
18. AMC ad show “Mad ”
19. Popular sports league
20. Linguistics pioneer
22. Singer DiFranco
23. Dispenses
25. Most important part
26. Worthless entertainment
27. Remunerate
28. Cool
30. Ex-Knick Jeremy
31. On top
33. FeH for
35. Vulcan doctor

37.
38.
40.
41.
42.
44.
45.
48.
50.
52.
53.
55.
56.
57.
58.
63.
65.
66
67.

Publicly denounce
Bits of
Something to live by
Take in solid food
Small amount
German war epic **__Boot"
Words per minute
Employee stock ownership plan
Recorded
Paddle
Dormouse
Officially prohibit
Wrongly
Yves Rocher
Weakens
An evening party
Containing salt
Semitic gods
Grand in scale

29.
32.
34.
35
36.
39.
40
43

Performs mischievous deeds
Political action committee
Rocker Nugent
American jazz rockers “__Dan"
They remove things
Standardized test
Dishonorable man
Infants
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!. Very long period of time
2. Boston-based Celtic
punk band (abbr.)
3. Final month (abbr.)
4. Scottish island
5. Merchandiser
6. Elected leader (abbr.)
7. Brews
8. Linear accelerator (abbr.)
9. Lawrence Taylor
10. Upstate NY college
11. Schemer
13. Even more shaggy
13. Electronic funds transfer
17. Currently popular
18. Indicates where you are
21. Female peace officers
23. Opposite of woman
24. Drain
27. Studied

44 Actress Richards

46.
47
49
31.
54.
59.
60.
61
62.
64

International monetary units
Married woman
Lecterns
Buddy
Spanish river
“Fresh Prince of__Air"
Strike lightly
Boxing legend
Muscle contraction
Siberian river
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In recent years at Grand Val
ley State University, few is
sues have generated as much
controversy as the supposed
parking shortage. With an
ever-growing student body
and a number of drivers vio
lating parking regulations,
GY SU has had to implement
a number of strategies and
updates in order to accom
modate compliant drivers
who have had difficulty find
ing available spots.
According to the GVSU Po
lice Department, there is not
an actual shortage of parking
spaces on campus. Rather, ac
cording to the GVPD, the sup
posed lack of available spots is
in fact due to drivers parking
illegally and using spaces that
would otherwise be available
for drivers who have permits.
“The people that are creat
ing the problem are the people
that are just trying to come to
campus without a permit and
taking away (spaces) from
those that are compliant,” said
Renee Freeman, chief of police
at the GVPD. “Our parking
program was put in place for
compliance so we had enough
places for people to park and
could keep it orderly, instead of
people parking wherever they
wanted. That’s the purpose of
the permit program.”
Lisa Garringer, parking

VAN
CONTINUED FROM A1

ning water from a hand pump
where he can brush his teeth,
w'ash his face and hands.
A solar panel on the top of
the van charges a battery in
side, which then goes through a
converter to ensure the correct
voltage is being output. There
are electrical outlets through
out the walls where he can plug
in his phone and computer.
Czerwinski built a sT
unit on one side that houses his
entire wardrobe, and one of the

services manager at GVSU,
agreed a failure to comply
with parking regulations has
indeed been the cause of the
supposed shortage.
“There were not too many
permits issued (last year),
that was a misconception,”
Garringer said. “What basi
cally happened is that you had
people who weren’t purchas
ing parking permits taking
the places of people who had
purchased (parking permits).
At no point were we ever in
an oversell situation for the
parking spaces that we have
versus the number of parking
permits that we sold.”
In order to address the dif
ficulties with available parking,
a number of changes and strat
egies have been implemented
this semester. First, GVPD will
increase its vigilance in up
holding parking regulations.
“We’re amping up our en
forcement,” Freeman said. “We
want our students to be citation
free, we really do, which is why
we’re trying to educate them.”
Several policy changes have
been made as well, effective this
month. Students will no longer
be able to obtain temporary
parking permits free of charge,
for example. In addition, the
costs of various parking viola
tions have also increased.
In order to avoid is
sues with parking, students
are strongly encouraged to
take advantage of the GVSU
Transportation Services.
“We don’t
encourage

The real problem with parking
GVPD says spaces are taken by those parking illegally

ENFORCEMENT: GVSU students and faculty fill the parking lots on the south end of campus Aug. 31. GVPD will be more diligent with park
ing regulations this year in an effort to keep spots open for community members who purchase a vaild parking pass. GVi I EMILY FRYE

freshmen to bring cars to
campus because we feel that
we have this incredible tran
sit system,” Freeman said. “It
can take you anywhere.”
Students, faculty and staff
can ride on any Rapid bus free
of charge, as long as they have a
valid GVSU identification card.
“The university would love
to see people use the transit
system,” Garringer said. “It’s
an affordable option for our
students. They can park their
off-campus (and) ride the
bus onto campus.”

For the convenience of
commuter students who do
just that, a couple of changes
to the GVSU Campus Con
nector route have been made.
A stop at the Walker Fire Sta
tion has been implemented,
as well as a stop at Seward
Drive Northwest and Lake
Michigan Drive Northwest.
Parking space on the Allen
dale Campus has also increased
with the construction of Lot B
where the Ravine Apartments
used to stand, adding 390 more
parking spaces.

GVSU Parking Services is
also starting on a new' cam
paign titled #GVParkPositive. As part of the campaign,
students will be able to enter
into drawings for GVSU gear
starting next month when
they submit a photograph dis
playing positive parking.
“It’s about changing the
perception of parking on
Grand Valley,” Garringer
said. “And it is really about
positive interaction.”
“Parking isn’t always going
to be convenient, so driving

around in circles in (Lot) C
or G is a waste of (students’)
time when they can go park in
(Lot) H or B,” Freeman said.
’’(Students) have to be mind
ful, give themselves a little bit
of time, plan ahead and un
derstand that that two-min
ute-more walk that they may
have really isn’t that much.”
For more information
about parking, including
updates and walking times
from various lots, visit
www.gvsu.edu/parking.

doors also folds down to act as
a workspace for homework.
His meals are usually eaten
at work, but he also has a small
propane grill for when hed like
to make meals from home.
A twin-size futon mattress
lies on an apparatus made from
a garage door, which lays flat
with the pull of a pin.
He showers daily at the
YMCA and does his laundry at
nearby Laundromats.
Czerwinski plans to live
njiis van for the rest of the
■V.school year and the journey
will-be documented by Tollis in a short film.

The City of Grand Rapids City Clerk's Office is seeking individuals who are interested in
serving as an election worker on Election Day, especially individuals with computer skills!

EARN MONEY AND GET INVOLVED!
We depend heavily on the support and assistance of our election workers to conduct and
maintain the integrity of the electoral process on Election Day. Election workers earn
between $150-$175 for the day, plus paid training.
CfTYOF
GRAND
RAPIDS

•

♦ ♦ ♦

Learn more at www.grcity.us/electionworker,
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EDITORIAL

By Taylor Scho'tens

Prioritizing
inclusivity
T3’s application sets the pace
for campus innovation
here are over two successful futures for stu
million apps avail dents. We are lucky at this
able for download university to have adminis
on
smartphones. tration who cares. Though all
You can download apps
to of our university are
aspects
find open parking, apps to not perfect, there is a push
check your bank account for excellence and accep
and now, thanks to a group tance across the board from
of Grand Valley State Uni the GVSU community.
versity students, faculty and
Providing an inclusive
alumni, there is an app to space for others on campus
find single-user restrooms also goes beyond the work
on our campus.
of the LGBT center and uni
GVSU has made it very versity, as all community
obvious that inclusivity is a members can become more
top priority for its campus supportive of all identities
community. The creation of through programs provided
this app goes to show that the by the center. In addition to
GVSU community is taking students on campus, staff and
this seriously, and the Lan- faculty have the opportunity
thom commends the univer to engage in training and ed
sity’s strides forward in this ucation regarding prevention
effort If an individual does strategies, campus resources
not feel comfortable enough and diversity. These resourc
to even go to the bathroom es provided by the Division
on campus, how can we pro of Inclusion and Equity are
vide a welcoming environ something to be noticed and
ment in the classroom?
taken advantage of.
The creation of this app
Worldwide, there is a lot
shows how students or fac of struggle regarding accep
ulty and staff involved with tance within ones commu
the Division of Inclusion nity. Whether its fighting for
and Equity are not the only rights within the workplace
groups of people that can or even for acceptance on a
help GVSU become more in societal level, we are glad the
clusive. T3 is solely a techno students of GVSU have the
logical group, but when they university on their side.
The Lanthom congratu
were presented with the idea,
they made it work and made lates all those involved with
GVSU’s campus that much the creation of the “anymore comfortable for those BODY” app for setting the
standard of how students,
students who need it most.
Our university has over faculty and staff who identify
450 student organizations as gender non-conforming
where students can talk should be treated by universi
about their passions, their ties. Students shouldn’t have
professional interests and to fight with higher adminis
their religious beliefs. We tration to feel at home at their
have a strong presence from university. This is our home,
our LGBT center, innovative this is your home and we
and thoughtful ideas from hope all Lakers feel as though
our administrators and fac this is a place where they are
ulty and staff who go beyond accepted and celebrated.
the requirements to ensure

T
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Embracing basic pleasures
Michigan a utumn joys should not be mocked

BY RACHEL BORASHKO
EDI TORIA L@LAN THORN. COM

It’s September. Do you know
what that means? It means
that in just a few short weeks,
we will be in the greatest
season known to planet earth:
autumn. As a white girl, I
am as excited as one would
expect me to be. I used to be
embarrassed. Us white girls
get picked on from time to
time for being basic when we
wear our leggings and comfy
sweaters, carrying around our

Editor-in-chief
Associate editor
News editor
Sports editor
A&E editor
Laker Life editor
BY JAKE KEELEY
EDI TORIA L@LAN THORN. COM

WHAT IS A LANTHORN?
Larrt • horn, n. [old English]
Lanthom is two syllables,
pronounced Lant-horn. It is a
lantern that was used in midto-late 16th century Europe. It
was constructed of leather and a

single lens made of a thin piece
of ox or steer horn. It was used
for illumination and as a beacon.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
slogan is: "Give light and the
people will find their own way.”

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn's opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the
Grand Valley State University
community. Student opinions
published here do not
necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
aims to be a safe vehicle for
community discussion. The
Lanthorn will not publish
or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not
discriminate against any other
views, opinions or beliefs The
content, information and views
expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those
of the university, its Board of
Trustees, officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved
for letters to the editor only,

all other reader-generated
content can be submitted to
the Grand Valley Lanthorn's
YourSpace page by emailing
community@lanthorn.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the author’s full name
and relevant title along with a
valid email and phone number
for confirming the identity of
the author. Letters should be
approximately 500-650 words
in length, and are not edited
by the staff of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn outside of technical
errors for clarity.
To make a submission,
email at editorial@lanthorn.
com or by dropping off your
submission in person at:

0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE
UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276

After a three-month hiatus,
it’s finally time to get back
to school. Contrary to most
parents’ beliefs, returning to
campus does not just mean
returning to the books. There
is so much learning going on
outside the classroom.
Students are exposed to
different styles, different
music, different fashion, and
it is easy to get swept up in
what everyone thinks is cool.
While everyone is dressed in
their new clothes, with their
new laptop, texting on their
new phone, they seem to

have forgotten how they got
where they were.
And let me tell you, Grand
Valley State University didn’t
take you because you’re “cool.”
GVSU took you because you
were yourself, different from
the last student they selected.
Let me break you the bad
news, I really believe there are
only a handful of truly “cool”
people in the world. For exam
ple, Andre 3000. Not only was
three stacks selected to play
one of the coolest people to
ever live, Jimi Hendrix, in his
biopic, he was also selected to
play one of the coolest fictional
characters to ever dribble a
basketball, Coffee Black, be
cause he, himself, is cool.
When I look at Andre
3000,1 see a gentleman in
the purest sense, and there
is nothing more appropriate
than being a gentleman. Ice
Cube is cool. Ice Cube can il
licit so many emotions purely
based on his facial expres
sions. Not only has Cube
mastered the mic and the
camera, he probably also has

the coolest name. Come on,
‘Ice Cube’. Jack White. First
off. Jack White is planning
on playing a record in space.
I don’t even have a record
player, nor a record to play
within this atmosphere.
Did you know that Jack
White once threw a divorce
party with his soon-to-be exwife? Did you know that Jack
White took the last name of his
first wife? Did you know the
White Stripes were founded
on Bastille Day? Did you know
I’m obsessed with Jack White?
Why are these things so cool? I
don’t know, but I would love to
do anything of significance on
Bastille Day.
That’s why I don’t even try
to compete with these people,
because they are fundamen
tally cooler than me in every
aspect. Yet what they all have
in common is that they don’t
try to be someone or some
thing they’re not. They are
only being themselves, com
pletely different from the next,
but equally as cool. That’s why
the older I get, the less I seem

to care about acting the part
for school. I’m too cool for
being “too cool for school.”
It doesn’t matter how you
dress, or how you talk, just as
a broken record player, what
really sets you apart is being
yourself, only then will you be
recognized as cool.
By choosing to be myself
I’m at the top of the second
tier of cool people on earth,
also rounding out the first
tier includes Pharrell, Ellen
DeGeneres, Lenny Kravitz, Bill
Murray, Tom Hanks and Elton
John. Posthumous nomina
tions go out to Hendrix, the
guy who invented LEGOs,
Frank Sinatra, Prince, Michael
Jackson and John Wayne.
But remember, unfor
tunately you can’t be these
people. LEGOs have already
been invented, Prince already
sang ‘Purple Rain’, and MJ
already moonwalked. What
you can do though, is be
yourself, and who knows,
maybe one day someone will
be writing about you in the
same sentence as Sinatra.

THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION

VALLEY QUOTE

What are you looking forward to
the most this school year?

Do you think GVSU is a
gender inclusive campus?
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Classes
Student organizations
Parties

"A free press is not only a
right, and not only a
privilege, but an organic
necessity in a great society."
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LOG ON & VOTE
By Walter Lippmann

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
DO YOU THINK GVSU IS A GENDER INCLUSIVE CAMPUS?
•
I

KAYLEE RYKER

WILLOW TUFTS

"Yes. 1 haven't heard anything about bias
incidents. 1 am in a gender studies class right now
and things seem pretty equal."

"It is compared to a lot of other campuses. There
are a lot of great things happening with the LGBT
center and the Women's Center."

WHAT’S YOUR PROBLEM?

EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM

Don’t let that happen to your
self or the people you find
yourself surrounded by. Ac
cept and love yourself. Accept
and love your friends. Accept
and love your classmates.
Your professors. Your fellow
students. Basic white girls.
Basic white boys. Transgender
men and women. Non-binary
peers. People of color. Let
your love know no bounds.
No matter what category
you belong to or society places
you into, do not forget to love
yourself for who you are. That
can be a daunting task after so
ciety has told you that some are
less than whole and less worthy
of love. Do not let that aspect
of society win. Let love win.
So let this be a reminder
to let yourself shine true this
fall. No matter who you are or
what makes you you. You are
an amazing, beautiful human
being, who deserves to love
and be loved, no matter your
Starbucks order.

VALLEY VOTE

YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Undecided
HOMETOWN: Edwardsburg, Michigan

HAVE A PROBLEM THAT
YOU NEED HELP SOLVING?
SEND US AN EMAIL

being made fun of, its a simple
change of clothes. It won’t hurt
us to wear different clothes and
drink less Starbucks (not that I
would ever encourage that).
Let’s apply this to more
serious situations, though.
Whether you’re a basic white
girl who’s mostly accepted by
society and has nothing more
to worry about than a simple
tease for her choice of clothing,
or if you’re part of a marginal
ized group who’s unfortunately
oppressed by society for parts
of your identity you have no
control to change, remember
to be true to yourself.
But let this ring true with
all of us basic girls and boys
who adhere to the social
norms. We don’t like to be
picked on for our leggings and
sweaters. Imagine if we were
oppressed for our race, sexual
ity, or other feature core to our
identity. Just take a second,
stop reading and imagine how
that would make you feel.

Feeling too cool for school

GVL EDITORIAL BOARD
AUDRA GAMBLE
HANNAH LENTZ
JESS HODGE
BEAU TROUTMAN
KATE BRANUM
ASHLYN KORIENEK

pumpkin spice lattes from
Starbucks. However, this year, I
have every intention of letting
my white girl shine through.
After being abroad last year,
this is my first fall since 2014.
It’s senior year and I’m
already getting senioritis not
even a week in to the first
semester. Fall is the only sav
ing grace this semester has to
offer. It might still be 80 de
grees out this week, but I am
already excited for pumpkin
spice lattes, leggings and foot
ball games. I’m ready to jump
around in some colorful
leaves and take pictures with
my friends. I cannot wait to
don a flannel and go to the
cider mill. Apple picking and
making apple crisp while I
watch the leaves fall outside
before having a bonfire at
night sounds like the perfect
stress-reliever from the mo
notony of classwork.
'Thankfully, if someone like
me is too uncomfortable with

!
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YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Social work
HOMETOWN: Shelby. Michigan

PAOLA MORALES

EMILY WANG

"Yeah, I haven’t heard anything bad."

“I’m not sure because I don’t know what housing
does for gender inclusivity. I do see a lot of just
male and female bathrooms, though."

YEAR: Freshman
MAJOR: Exchange program
HOMETOWN: Mexico

YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: Computer science
HOMETOWN: Farmington Hills, Michigan
• •
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Laker Line
grant on hold
Transit proposal caught in
congressional gridlock
BY MEGHAN MCBRADY

MMCBRADY@LANTHORN.COM

Grand Valley State University
and the Rapids plans for the
proposed Laker Line are at a
gridlock due to political pres
sures in Washington, D.C.
While the proposed grant
was submitted in the sum
mer of 2015 and approved
this February by the Fed
eral Transit Administration
(FTA) to cover the proposed
$71 million transit line, the
plans remain on hold until
Congress passes a budget
and appropriates the funds.
“With the ongoing politi
cal game of the presidential

election in DC., it is just a
matter of time to find out
things and wait to hear back
from the FTA about funds,
which could be next month
or next spring, we just don’t
know,” said Nick Monoyios.
Monoyios, the long-range
planner for the Interurban
Transit Partnership (the Rap
id) and the project manager
for the Laker Line, said the
necessary funds for the proj
ect could potentially be split
up into different years but de
pends on how the federal ap
propriations process proceeds.
Eighty percent of the pro
posed $71 million transit
line will be covered by the

VETERANS

GV awarded gold status
for military friendliness
Lakers receive award second year in a row

GO FOR THE GOLD: GVSU received the highest level of military
friendliness for meeting seven core criteria. GVL I LUKE HOLMES
BY BENNETT SLAVSKY

BSL A VSKYCa LAN THORN. COM

Grand Valley State University
has been awarded gold status
for the second consecutive
year by the Michigan Veterans
Affairs Agency, accomplishing
the highest level of military
student friendliness.
I he Michigan Veterans Af
fairs Agency has seven core
criteria to determine the level
of friendliness a school has to
ward our nations heroes, and
awards are given out accord
ingly—bronze, silver and gold.
To achieve gold status, a school
must have met six or more of
the criteria. GVSU hit all seven.
I he criteria are as follows:
there must be an established
process for identification of
current student veterans; there
must be a veteran specific web
site; an active student-operated
veterans club or association;
veteran-specific career servic
es, resources and advising; an
on-campus veteran’s coordina
tor; a system to evaluate and
award credit based on prior
military training and experi
ence; and the monitoring and
evaluation of student veteran
academic retention, transfer
and graduation rates.
It is an honor to have been

awarded gold status, but the
award wasn’t given out by
chance. GVSU has worked
hard over the past few years to
become as welcoming to mili
tary' members and their fami
lies as possible. Because of the
increasing friendliness to vets,
as well as new amendments to
the GI Bill, the student veteran
population at GVSU has more
than tripled since 2009.
Veteran awareness and
smooth transitions into stu
dent life is a mindset that
comes from the top at GVSU,
with President Thomas Haas
being a Coast Guard veteran.
Additionally, Steven Lipnicki,
the assistant dean of students,
was just young enough to
avoid the Vietnam War draft,
but saw plenty of his genera
tion go to war. That thought
is something Lipnicki has
held with him throughout his
entire life. He started working
with returned veterans in the
mid 1990s to help assimilate
them back into society, and
has carried that work to his
position at GVSU.
“Working with veterans
is the most rewarding thing I
do, on campus and beyond,”
Lipnicki said, “We want to
make this a welcoming place
for vets and make their transi

COMING SOON: Students wait for the bus at GVSU. Should funding
get approved, the ride will be five minutes faster. GVL | EMILY FRYE

FTA, while the Michigan
Department of Transporta
tion (MDOT) will fund the
remaining 20 percent.
The Laker Line bus route
is one of 10 similarly sized
transit proposals across the
U.S. to receive a grant from
the FTA as part of Presi
dent Barack Obama’s 2017
fiscal year budget.

tion as smooth and seamless
as possible. Some of the largest
and most common challenges
for veterans are academic
preparation, connecting with
their peers on campus, chang
ing from a military mindset
and lifestyle to campus life and
financial issues.”
It is a common miscon
ception that if students serve
four years in the military they
would have a full ride to col
lege. While serving in the mili
tary will greatly reduce the cost
of college, it is not a guarantee
everything will be paid in full.
Often, military students
will already have families to
support upon entering a uni
versity. That means they will
need to find affordable hous
ing for more than just them
selves, which can be exception
ally difficult in West Michigan.
However, GVSU has programs
in place that help veterans find
affordable housing.
Not only does GVSU have
programs to help find a rea
sonable cost of living, but
there are also programs to
help military students assimi
late into campus life, such as
the Peer Advisors of Veteran
Education (PAVE). GVSU
was the 13th school nation
wide to adopt the PAVE pro
gram, which pairs upperclass
men veterans with incoming
military students to help ease
their transition into college.
“It’s often difficult for vet
erans to connect with their
peers on campus,” said Sa
mantha Rose, PAVE team
leader and U.S. Army vet
eran. “Generally they are a
lot older than most students
and have a different frame of
mind. PAVE is essentially a
lifeline for incoming vets to
pair them with someone who
already knows the ropes.”
Rose said GVSU’s veteran
awareness has drastically im
proved in recent years.
“When I first came to
GVSU in the fall of 2014,
I didn’t know about PAVE
or any other programs

Monoyios emphasized how
the Laker Line Bus Rapid Tran
sit (BRT) - which will travel to
and from the Allendale to Pew
campuses, with stops on the
Medical Mile - will be faster
than the current Route 50.
Also, he said, $14 million of
the grant will go toward buying
new vehicles for the Laker Line,
which will include platform

available for vets,” she said.
“Now it is something you
fill out on your application
and you are automatically
enrolled in the program, so
there is no disconnect.”
While university officials
are proud of the gold status
award, they said there is more
work to be done for future Lak
er veteran students. Lipnicki
spoke of attracting more fe
male veterans to campus, as
well as getting family members
of veterans more involved with
campus life. In the coming
years, Lipnicki and Rose both
hope for more in-depth train
ing for faculty and staff regard
ing veteran awareness.

level boarding, Wi-Fi, three
doors for quicker loading and
unloading and other amenities
in order to provide passengers a
more comfortable ride.
“This route will have stu
dents moving from Kirkhof to downtown five min
utes faster than the current
routes,” he said. “We are also
working closely with Grand
Valley to reconstruct the cir
cle drive outside of Kirkhof
into a transit hub to maxi
mize accessibility for transit
and create a more comfort
able experience for students.”
He also said adding the Lak
er Line as a transit route will al
low GVSU to invest less money
in creating additional parking
spaces on the expanding Allen
dale and Pew campuses.
“As GVSU continues to
grow, it is just smart urban
planning,” he said. “The uni
versity would have no need
to invest in parking lots and
could instead use their lands
in Allendale smarter and
create an area not bombard
ed by parking spaces.”
Haley Bracken, a senior at
GVSU who commutes from
the Allendale and Pew cam
puses, likes the idea of the new

transit line as it will give stu
dents a more comfortable ex
perience when shuttling across
the different campuses.
“There are so many peo
ple taking the 50 during the
day and so many people are
standing because there are
not enough seats,” she said.
“Having bigger and better
buses will allow people to
have a better experience and
just improves your day to
have a good bus experience.”
While the funding for
the project remains on hold,
Monoyios said that he and his
team are confident about the
outcome of the project.
Ultimately, they know it will
happen he said, but it just mat
ters when it will happen.
“We are very confident
about the outcome of the proj
ect as it is one of the highest
BRT projects in the country,”
Monoyios said. “If we get half
or all of it, it is the timeline we
need to know so we can finetune our schedule to what
Congress appropriates for the
construction of the project.”
For more information
about the Laker Line, visit
www.lakerline.org.

Have a story idea or
feedback for our editors?

Come visit the Lanthorn
during our office hours
every Wednesday from
10 a.m. - noon in 0051
Kirkhof Center
■

•.

ELECTION

Voting on the go
Community Service Learning Center coordinates
with mobile SOS for new voter registration
dress or other personal infor
mation; issuing or renewing a
ASSOCIATE@LANTHORN.COM
personal identification card;
As part of a statewide initia providing disability parking
tive, Secretary of State Ruth permits; registering people to
Johnson has announced that vote; selling individual driv
she is sending the mobile of ing records, titling and regis
fice on a tour of 18 college tering vehicles and watercraft;
campuses across the state to and transferring titles.
With the presidential
provide an opportunity for
election coming up in No
students to register to vote.
According to the Secre vember, this visit from the
tary of State, the mobile of secretary of state allows stu
fice services include issuing dents a chance to register to
or renewing driver licenses vote as many students are
and special endorsements; away from their hometowns
changing a driver license ad- without access to a voter reg
istration in an
easy and con
venient way.
“It’s
our
right as stu
dents to vote
and millennials are the low
est population
to show up to
vote,” said Ella
Fritzemeier,
student sen
ate president.
VISIT: Students register to vote at the mobile
“These issues
Secretary of State office, courtesy I gvsu CSLC
BY HANNAH LENTZ

■ '

will be affecting us and we
need to be sharing our opinion
locally and nationally.”
In addition to the mobile
SOS, student senate will be
hosting student civic assembly
week from Sept. 26 - Sept. 30
with the main focus being to
encourage students to vote.
“We will be hosting debate
watch parties to create that
open dialogue that is really
important to have,” Fritze
meier said. “Open dialogue
about voting, the candidates
and their stances on impor
tant issues is important so ev
eryone can be informed.”
Johnson will also be
on campus Sept. 27 by the
Cook Carillon Tower.
During the times that
the mobile office is oncampus, student senate will
be volunteering and asking
people to take a few mo
ments to register to vote.
“Some students are al
ready registered to vote, but
are unsure on how or where
to get absentee ballots and
we are able to help them
out,” Fritzemeier said.
Students interested in find
ing out more information can
contact the Community Ser
vice Learning Center or stop
by the mobile secretary of state
when it is on-campus.

MeadowsCrossing
apartments I mpi, epe-

Licensing
£
Schooling
Employment fj

• Fully furnished apartments
• Private bedroom & bdth •Across the street from GVSU

F

The Law Office of Shawn L. Perry
Shawn L Perry, a former GVSU student/athlete and Grand
Rapids Attorney, can help you through your case. Because good
people make mistakes, you need an attorney who understands the
law, the system, can challenge the charges, and/or get you accepted
into a diversion program so your future is minimally affected.

♦

♦ ♦ •

Office Hours;
MoivFri: 10 am - 6 pm
Sat & Sun: 12 pm - 4 pm
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SELFIES WITH MARY: A PHOTO-OP TOUR OF THE
MARY IOEMA PEW LIBRARY
The last opportunity to tour the library will occur
Sept. 2, as new and returning students are invited to
take an inside look at the Mary Idema Pew Library on
the Allendale Campus to start planning late-night study
spots and learn about what the library has to offer.
This self-guided tour includes six different photo op
portunities that will guide students throughout the four
floors of the library. The tour will end with a demonstra
tion of the Automated Storage and Retrieval System,
also known as the book robot, where students can pick
up a prize after the expedition.
At the end of the tour, students can stop at the service
desk to start the tour during all open library hours. The
library’s hours can be found at www.gvsu.edu/library.

VOTER REGISTRATION DRIVE AT GV
Students at Grand Valley State University are invited
to begin the process of becoming a registered voter for
the upcoming November presidential election. For those
interested in a specific candidate, becoming a registered
voter is the first step to creating change.
The drive will take place from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m Sept.
1. located by the Cook Carillon Tower. For more infor
mation, contact bakerbme(g)gvsu.edu.

RECITAL OF RUSSIAN SONG': RACHAEL GATES TO
PERFORM AT GV
Rachael Gates, a visiting professor at Grand Valley
State University, will perform a unique medley of
Russian song rarely performed in America today. On
Sept. 1, the event will be located at the Sherman Van
Solkema Hall in the Performing Arts Center.
Starting at 7 p.m., students and the public are
invited as Gates is accompanied by pianist, Robert
Cornwell, to present the repertoires.
Through the use of visuals acquired during her per
forming tour in Russia, Gates will accompany backgrounds
during her performances artists such as Mussorgsky,
Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninov Sviridov and many more.
The concert is free for all to attend. For more infor
mation, contact the Office of Music and Dance at (616)
331-3484.

YOUNG FLINT SPEAKS EXHIBIT AT GV
Surrounding the Flint water crisis, many local news
organizations and citizens have voiced their concerns on
the condition of the water and its community. However,
despite the age difference, the students of the Linden
Charter Academy are also speaking up.
The exhibit started Aug. 22, located at the Blue
Wall Gallery Richard M. DeVos Center in downtown
Grand Rapids, the Young Flint Speaks exhibit will be
open to the public.
During the winter 2016 semester, Grand Valley State
University graduate student Stephanie Smedley worked
with middle school students in Flint to document their
experience of the crisis through artwork.
The exhibit will be on view at Grand Valley State
University until Nov. 3. The gallery is free and open to the
public. Visit www.gvsu.edu/artgallery for more information.

New director announced
for LGBT Resource Center
BY ASHLYN KORIENEK
LAKERLIFE@LANTHORN.COM

Faculty changes were made
over the summer for Grand
Valley State University’s Di
vision of Inclusion and Eq
uity, as the Milton E. Ford
LGBT ResouTce Center will
be led by a new director.
Jen Hsu will take the place
of Colette Seguin Beighley,
who served as director since
2011. Jesse Bernal, vice presi
dent of GVSU’s Division of In
clusion and Equity, announced
the change early in June.
Hsu said her decision to
serve at GVSU reflected the
university’s commitment to
creating an inclusive campus.
“The welcome to GVSU has
been nothing short of amaz
ing,” Hsu said. “I choose GVSU
because of its commitment to
inclusion and equity. I look
forward to the opportunity to
work with students every day.”
When Hsu is not travel
ing across country or watch
ing “Gilmore Girls,” she can be
found dedicating her time to
creating change surrounding
LGBT issues at the college level
and within the community.
For more than eight years,
she worked both in community
nonprofit and higher education
positions focused on LGBT in
clusive practices. In 2012, Hsu
was appointed as the director
of LGBT Student Services at
Western Michigan University.
“I look forward to doing a
lot of listening early on, devel
oping partnerships with cam
pus and community members,
and building onto the amazing
programming at the LGBT Re
source Center,” Hsu said.
For
her
undergradu
ate education, Hsu earned a
bachelor’s degree in sociology
and Neurosciences from the
University of Michigan and a
master’s of public administra

RELIGION

tion degree from WMU.
In previous years, she
served as the founding ex
ecutive director for the OutCenter in Benton Harbor.
“I chose this career for a
couple of reasons,” Hsu said.
“LGBT people, especially
those who hold multiple op
pressed identities, continue to
face exclusion, discrimination
and violence in our communi
ties. I am committed to helping
to create more inclusive, equi
table and safe spaces."
Serving as a member of
the division’s leadership team,
Hsu will monitor daily opera
tions of the center and consult
LGBT campus and initiatives
based in Grand Rapids. Mov
ing forward, she said her fo
cus is to build a foundation
of support for students to cre
ate positive experiences and
achieve their goals.
“We are thrilled to wel
come Jen as our new director,”
said Marla Wick, assistant di
rector of the LGBT Resource
Center. “She contributes a
fresh perspective to our on
going work and is helping us
grow in our capacity to sup
port students, and function as
a resource for the campus and
the broader community.”
Additional
appoint
ments were made recently
in the department as well.
Serving as the new gradu
ate assistant, Jake Carter is a
GVSU alumnus with a bach
elor’s degree in sociology and
a minor in LGBT studies. After
graduating, Carter wanted to
apply his knowledge within the
community by pursuing a dual
masters degree in social work
and public administration.
“I had a lot of theoretical
knowledge after graduating,
and wanted to translate that
into transformative practice in
our community,” Carter said.
“Essentially, I want to do more

ACTION: Jen Hsu, director of the LGBT Resource Center, takes on a
new role at GVSU on the leadership team, courtesy I marla wick

than talk about the issues most
pressing to our community. I
want to act on them.”
In previous years, Carter
served as a facilitator of the
LGBT Youth Group at the
Grand Rapids Pride Center. In
his position, he educated the
youth on the laws and statistics
of Gender and Sexuality Alli
ances in their schools to em
power them to create change.
This year, Carter will work
with the LGBT Resource
Center facilitating First Year
Queer Alliance (FQA) and
Loud and Queer (L&Q),
which are programs offered
to students on a weekly basis.
In addition, Carter plans to
focus on updating the cen
ter’s social media strategies.
“I have had exposure to so
many inspiring people during

my time at Grand Valley that
really ignited my passion for
social justice and equity’’ he
said, “and made me feel a part
of something really special and
valuable. I want to be a part of
building on that legacy by fur
ther extending this to the stu
dents that I am working with.”
Wick said the center will
partner with the LGBT Fac
ulty Staff Association to pi
lot a new LGBT mentorship
program called “Queer Con
nections.” Additional pro
grams offered through the
center will be expanded and
added throughout the year.
In addition, Wick said
Reina Gossett, an activist, artist
and writer based in New York
City, will visit campus to give
the keynote speech for Trans
gender Day of Remembrance.

WELCOME BACK

Interfaith open house
provides inclusive space

COMMUNITY: Eric Lacerna studies in the LGBT Resource Center Sept. 29, 2015. The center starts each
semester off with a series of lunches to make students feel comfortable at GVSU. gvl I SARA carte

‘Big Queer Lunch’ offers
community to students
BY TY KONELL
TKONELL@LANTHORN.COM

FAITH: GVSU students mingle and eat food outside the Kirkhof Center Aug. 30 during the interfaith
open house, which featured 17 faith-based and non-faith student organizations. GVL | LUKE HOLMES
BY SAMANTHA ELLIOTTMOSLEY
SELLXJTT-MOSLEY'cbLANTHORN.COM

For many students, college can
be a time of self discovery, re
alization and growth. The “ahha” moments that come with
this journey through educa
tion can happen at any time,
and are often occurring as the
world changes simultaneously.
Grand Valley State Uni
versity has ever-expanding
programs and resources for
the purpose of embracing
diversity and change, many
falling under the Division
of Inclusion and Equity.
One of the newest social
justice centers within the Di
vision of Inclusion and Eq
uity, the Kaufman Interfaith
Institute, welcomed students
with their open house event
on the Cook Carillon Tower
lawn Tuesday, Aug. 30.
For the event, 17 campus
organizations set up tables to
give students an opportunity
to experience what interfaith
engagement is about.
Faith-based,
secular
and spiritual organizations
passed out information and

conversation at the event,
along with academic infor
mation about the religious
studies program, and other
campus inclusion initiatives.
Students played classic
Midwestern lawn games like
“jumbo Jenga” and “comhole,”
enjoyed various treats and had
open and engaging discussion
around the tables at the event.
Groups such as the Mus
lim Student Association ex
changed conversation with
Campus Ministries, all while
talking and sharing with other
students who stopped to enjoy
the weather between classes.
Questions were candid
as student, Sydney Watson,
tended the interfaith table
and explained what inter
faith meant to her.
“It’s about people from
different religions and non
religions coming together
peacefully for the common
good,” Watson said.
While Watson engaged
students at the interfaith ta
ble, Katie Gordon, Kaufman
Interfaith Institute program
manager, was chatting with
students and organizations
all around the lawn.

Gordon said a group of
students from the English
language systems program at
tended the event merely as a
chance to practice their lan
guage skills. The open house
though, Watson said, ended
up being a place for them take
part in enriching dialogue
about diversity and learning
rather than just a practice.
A similar event took place
in the past as the spiritual life
fair, but this year’s event was
meant to be a more inclusive
resource for all students to
explore religious and nonreligious ideas.
Many students attended
the open house as a chance to
ask genuine questions of one
another and to broaden their
understanding of others.
“One of the most exciting
things that happens every
year at this event is that it’s a
chance for student organiza
tions to get together, and to
know and learn about each
other in a way they hadn’t
before,” Gordon said.
For more information
about Interfaith at GVSU, visit
www.gvsu.edu/interfaith.

As students move back to
Grand Valley State Univer
sity, the campus is abuzz
with excitement. Whether
a student is a freshman or
a well-versed senior, every
Laker wants to build a sense
of community on campus.
To aid in this and start the
new school year, the Milton
E. Ford LGBT Resource Cen
ter facilitated the “Big Queer
Welcome Back Lunch” as a se
ries of free lunches held dur
ing the first week of classes.
Marla Wick, assistant di
rector of the LGBT Resource
Center, is involved in planning
and executing the lunches.
Wick, along with her col
leagues, works to organize and
promote the lunches as well as
set a friendly and supportive
campus atmosphere, which
she said is an important factor
in why the event is held.
“We hope these lunches
are a way of boosting the
LGBT Resource Center’s
visibility and of reminding
people, both new and return
ing, that we are here to sup
port them,” she said. “The
Big Queer Lunches are a fun,
casual way of welcoming stu
dents back to campus and

connecting people with the
LGBT Resource Center.”
The lunches not only in
troduce students to the oncampus LGBT community,
but also allow students to
learn about the different pro
grams the LGBT Center of
fers at GVSU. Ezra Smith, a
student worker at the LGBT
Resource Center, said attend
ing the event opens students
to organizations and pro
grams they might not have
known about otherwise.
“For allies, if they don’t
know that the ally training
programs happen, they can
find out at these lunches,”
he said. “If you have Firstyear queer students come
in, they might not know
about First Year Queer Al
liance, and so on.”
Although the center’s Big
Queer Lunches are aimed to
ward students who identify as
part of the LGBT community,
allies and students who do not
identify with the LGBT com
munity are welcome to attend.
Smith said allies introduced
to the LGBT community and
center could find themselves
exposed to new theories.
“Exposure is always an
important thing, as far as
opening your mind and be
ing an ally," Smith said. “Al
lies can come and make com

munity too, and make it clear
that they are a safe space,
which is really important.”
Wick also said includ
ing allies can allow students
to feel more comfortable in
their own identities.
“While many of the LGBT
Resource Centers services
and resources are aimed at
supporting GVSU’s LGBT
students, faculty and staff, we
recognize that allies are an
important part of the campus
community,” Wick said. “We
believe that bringing people
together helps to create a
welcoming and inclusive en
vironment where everyone
can be their whole selves.”
The Big Queer Welcome
Back Lunches are held an
nually during the first week
of the semester. In order to
accommodate people of all
diets, the lunches served dif
ferent food choices each day.
“We try to mix it up and
have food that a variety of peo
ple can enjoy, and we always
have vegan option,” Wick said.
“I’m vegan myself, so thi^is
something I’m very aware oC’
More information about
the LGBT Resource Center
can be found at www.gvsu.
edu/lgbtrc or by visiting the
center in the Kirkhof Center,
which is open from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday.
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GV SPORTS WILL HAVE
10 GAMES TELEVISED ON
XFINITY
The Grand Valley State
football, soccer and volleyball
teams will have ten total home
^ames televised during the fall
Reason. The games will air on
Z tXfinity CN900 throughout the
*tate of Michigan.
The GVSU football team will
have four games throughout
the season that air on Xfinity.
The Lakers second and third
home games against Lake Erie
and Northern Michigan will
be televised. Then later in the
season, the homecoming game
against Truman state and the
home finale against Findlay will
also be televised.
The GVSU women's soc
cer team will have three home
games televised. The three
time defending NCAA National
Champions will square off
against Saginaw Valley State
and Ohio Dominican on televi
sion. The last televised game will
- come against Tiffin at Lubbers
Stadium on Sept. 30. The Lakers
- are attempting to break the
r Single-game attendance record
ZJor Division II women’s soccer.
ZZ Finally the GVSU women’s
volleyball team will also have
three televised games. The three
games will come against GLIAC
opponents Ferris State, Northern
Michigan and Hillsdale.

TANDEM: Grand Valley State running backs Terrell Dorsey (22) and Martayveus Carter (21) pose for a photo at the 2016 GVSU football media day Aug. 25. Sophomore
Carter will be the starter this season and Dorsey, a senior, is embracing his role as the relief back in his final year wearing Laker blue and black. GVL | KEVIN SIELAFF

Thunder and lightning
Carter, Dorsey set to lead GV running game for the 2016-17 season
after receiving significant playing
time as the relief back to Spencer.
Last season, Carter appeared in 14
his spring, Grand Valley State games, had 889 rushing yards and
coach Matt Mitchell described seven touchdowns as a freshman.
Though he admits going from a
his running back duo of Mar
tayveus Carter and Terrell freshman backup to a full-fledged
Dorsey as “thunder and lightning.”starter is a little nerve-wracking,
Carter says he tries “not to get too
They’re perfectly OK with that.
“I kind of like that,” Carter said. big-headed about it.” Although this is
“Because (Dorsey) do bring the his first year going into the season as
boom, and I just be zoom, zoom, the starter, this isn’t the first time he’s
zoom. Thunder and lightning, that’s been asked to be the No. 1 guy.
In GVSU’s run to the national
a pretty good way to break it.”
Carter and Dorsey will lead a Laker semi-finals last season, Spencer
run game that will be without former broke his leg at the beginning of the
running back and last year’s lead Super Region final win over Colo
ing rusher Kirk Spencer, who gradu rado State Pueblo. Carter was the
ated with the second most all-purpose next man up, and broke a GVSU
playoff record with 231 rushing
yards in GVSU history (5,352).
Carter, the “lightning” half of the yards on 23 carries—as a freshman.
It’s Carter’s play-style that gives him
duo, is slated as the starter this year
BY BEAU TROUTMAN

LAKER CROSS COUNTRY
MEN, WOMEN TAKE TOP
TWO SPOTS IN PRESEASON
POLL
The Grand Valley State men’s
and women’s cross country
teams are ranked second and
first, respectively, in the United
States Track & Field and Cross
Country Coaches Association
(USTFCCCA) men’s and women’s
preseason national poll.
The Laker women received
197 points and five first-place
votes in the poll, while the men
received 187 points and three
first-place votes. Adams State is
behind GVSU in both polls, hav
ing received 194 points on the
women’s side and 186 points on
the men’s.
The Lakers open their sea
son at the Spartan Invitational
at Michigan State University on
Sept. 16.
^ The Grand Valley State
I football team’s season opener
against Tiffin will air on ESPN,
^he Lakers enter the season as
Jhe 3rd ranked team in all of
;,Pivision II.

SPOR TS(g)LAN THORN. COM
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a playmaker, he’s explosive. You don’t
know when he’ll just pop off.
“I got no problem bringing the
boom and doing the dirty work.
That’s just the best of both worlds
we have in our offense.”
While Carter has taken a direct
path to his role in the offense, Dorsey
has taken the beaten path to his. Dors
ey, a redshirt senior, has gone through
many ups and downs. He suffered a
severe knee injury early in his GVSU
career, which derailed his morale.
Ultimately, the knee injury may
have helped more than it hurt him.
“That was a good thing that hap
pened to me because once I was able
to step back on the field, I was able
to sort everything out because I took

SEE THUNDER | A8

Finally home
Transformer Jayma Martin brings spark to GV soccer
program was going to go.”
Martin waited the entire spring se
mester to hear who would be the next
It is every athlete’s dream to win a head coach. After not hearing who the
national championship. It is a dream next coach would be, she made the de
that four of the five seniors on the cision to transfer late in the year.
“It didn’t quite live up to expecta
Grand Valley State women’s soccer
team have fulfilled in the first three tions,” Martin said. “I wanted to be
in a really competitive program and
years of their collegiate careers.
But for the fifth senior, the go far. It just wasn’t quite that.”
Martin was forced to transfer to a
path to a national championship
junior college to play for a year because
was not as clear.
After transferring to different of NCAA restrictions on transferring
schools twice and playing for three to a different Division II school. Ath
different
collegiate
programs, letes are required to sit out one year
Jayma Martin finally obtained her before playing for a different school
first taste of a national champion within Division II—not the most de
sirable option in Martin’s eyes.
ship with GVSU in 2015.
Martin stayed in California
Martins journey to a Division
II national championship started played her sophomore season at
Santa Monica Col
in Pueblo, Colorado,
lege. She thrived in
where she grew up. In
the
Corsairs’ offense,
high school, Martin
“The first place
scoring 16 goals and
amassed 99 goals in
I wanted to go
dishing out nine as
four varsity seasons,
making her a two-time was Grand Valley. sists. She was named
to the All-Western
Denver Post Class 4A
It was the top of
State Conference First
All-State First Team
Team and led her team
my list.”
selection. Her success
to an 18-2-3 record.
in high school made
By the end of her
her a highly sought af
JAYMA MARTIN
sophomore
year, it was
ter recruit for Division
GVSU FORWARD
again time for Martin
II schools, including
to decide where she
GVSU.
wanted to transfer for
“I had options in
her junior year. After
different areas, but 1
hearing about GVSU’s
saw California as an
two straight national champion
opportunity,” Martin said.
Martin decided to continue her ships, the decision was an easy one.
’’The first place I wanted to go
soccer career at Cal State Dominguez
was
Grand Valley,” Martin said. “It
Hills. In her freshman year, the team
was
the
top of my list.”
finished 6-9-3, with Martin only
She contacted GVSU head coach
starting in nine of those games. After
the season, the head coach of Domin Jeff Hosier and after a recommen
guez Hills left the team, leaving Mar dation from her coach at Santa
tin with a decision on whether to re Monica, Martin was in Grand Rap
ids within a week, playing in front of
turn for her sophomore year.

BY JOSH PEICK
A SSIS TA NTSPOR TS@LAN THORN. COM
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- GVSU WOMEN’S SOCCER
; *ND VOLLEYBALL OPEN
JUP SEASONS WITH TOUGH
3*0AD SCHEDULES
~~ The GVSU women’s soccer
.3nd volleyball teams will open
Hlhe 2016 season playing some
~2>f the top teams in the nation
‘"on the road.
GVSU soccer opens the sea
son against in California against
California State - San Bernardino
and California State - Ponoma
on Sept. 2 and 4. The Lakers will
follow the California trip with a
two game series in Minnesota the
next weekend, with one of those
games coming against Minnesota
- Mankato, the eighth ranked
team in the nation.
GVSU volleyball opens the
season with a tough fourgame slate in the Ferris State
Invitational. The Lakers will face
off against three teams ranked
in the top-25 in a two-day
stretch, including a match up
with Minnesota Duluth, the tenth
ranked team in the nation.

VARSITY SCHEDULE
IIMIIIIIIIIMIIMIMMIIIIIIIIIIMMIMIIIIMIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIHI

WOMEN’S SOCCER
Friday 3 p.m. at California StateSan Bernardino
Sunday 2 p.m. at California State
Pomona
VOLLEYBALL

» '•M«£J5Sni

Friday 10:30 a.m. vs Minnesota
Crookston
Friday 6 p.m. vs. Minnesota
Duluth
Saturday noon vs. Winona State
Saturday 5 p.m. vs. California
State-San Bernardino

the advantage over slower or bigger
opponents. Able to make quick cuts
and use his acceleration to explode
through holes, his speed gives him an
unpredictability that is reminiscent of
his recently adopted nickname.
“When lightning strikes, it goes
in different directions,” Carter said.
“You don’t know which way it’s gon
na come. Once I get the rock, you
never know what to expect.”
Dorsey, who brings the “thunder”
in this pair, is fine with his nickname.
At 225-pounds, he’s 25 pounds heavi
er than Carter and specializes in us
ing power to get extra yards.
But he’s got a little lightning, too.
“I accept it,” Dorsey said. “I ain’t
got nothing wrong with being thun
der, if that’s what (Mitchell) was say
ing. I could be lightning, but I under
stand completely, because Marty, he’s

THEFT: Jayma Martin battles for possession of the ball in a win versus Minnesota
State Sept. 13, 2015. Martin is in her second year at GVSU. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF

“It made it easier for me to leave,”
Martin said. “I was unsure where the

SEE HOME | A8
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HOME TEAM ADVANTAGE: GVSU students cheer on the football team during a game. The Lakers are set to take on the Tiffin Dragons in their home opener at Lubbers Stadium, and are tasked with trying to con
tain Tiffin quarterback Antonio Pipkin, who passed for over 400 yards and six touchdowns against the Lakers last season. The Lakers won that contest 49-42 despite Pipkin's performance GVL I KEVIN sielaff

FOOTBALL
CONTINUED FROM A1

they’ve got a playmaker
at quarterback, it’s really
challenging,” Mitchell said.
“You’ve got to cover the en
tire field. He’s a senior quar
terback, a lot of great teams
have a veteran quarterback.
That’s gonna be a challenge
for us. We didn’t handle it
well last year.”
Last season, GVSU traveled
to Tiffin in early November,
and ended up being one of the
more memorable games of the
year. GVSU narrowly escaped

THUNDER
CONTINUED FROM A7

so many mental reps,
watched so much film, stud
ied so many plays,” Dorsey
said. “That’s when I realized
it clicked, and I could func
tion in this offense.”
Dorsey was named GVSU’s most improved player in
2014 and finished that year
with 359 rushing yards, sec
ond-most on the team. Last
season, Dorsey dealt with
injuries all year, and finished

49-42, and couldn’t find an an
swer for the Dragon’s offensive
onslaught led by Pipkin.
Pipkin completed 43-of59 passes for 460 yards and
six touchdowns against the
GVSU defense. The defense
couldn’t get Pipkin and com
pany off the field, and allowed
a 15-of-22 conversion rate on
third downs, which Mitchell
called “abysmal.” The inability
to make stops led to the Tiffin
offense gaining a little over 38
minutes in time of possession.
The Lakers escaped that
game with win, and will be
able to do so again if they can
limit Pipkin’s opportunities.

with 119 yards in 12 games.
This is his final ride wear
ing Laker blue and black,
and Dorsey realizes he has
one more opportunity to
“bring the boom.”
“I can’t believe it’s my last
year. I’ve played football for
so long,” Dorsey said. “As
a senior, I feel like I have to
push the envelope a little bit
more as a leader, as a player
and as a great teammate.”
Carter and Dorsey will be
running behind a revamped
offensive line that saw two ac
complished seniors graduate,

The Laker offense was one of
the best in the country last sea
son, and the Tiffin defense was
one of the worst in the GLIAC.
The question will be not if the
Lakers can score enough, but
limit the Tiffin offense.
The Lakers defense re
turns 10 starters, featuring a
strong defensive line despite
the loss of former GVSU
defensive end and current
Baltimore Ravens outside
linebacker Matt Judon. It will
be hard for Tiffin to move the
ball through the interior line
filled by seniors DeOndre
Hogan and Mark Rosenquist.
Perhaps the biggest ques

and will also looks to comple
ment a passing game that was
the best in the GLIAC last sea
son. Mitchell also noted that
true sophomore Christian
Lumpkin will be in the mix at
running back as well.
Dorsey
brings
the
boom, Carter brings the
explosion. Together, they’re
thunder and lightning.
“They’re all different, I
think that’s unique,” Mitch
ell said. “I like that. It keeps
people off balance. They
each bring something dif
ferent to the table.”

tion lies in the GVSU defen
sive secondary. Cornerback
Tre Walton (six intercep
tions), strong safety Garrett
Pougnet (105 tackles, three
interceptions) and free safety
Donte Carey (45 tackles) will
lead a unit that bared the
most of the brunt of Pipkin’s
performance last year.
To avoid another fireworks
display from the Dragons,
Mitchell says his young corners
need to step up.
“I think the biggest thing
to watch early on is our cor
ners,” Mitchell said. “Last year
we had to play a sophomore
and two freshman at corner,

HOME
CONTINUED FROM A7

coaches at a soccer camp.
Martin’s
athletic
abil
ity turned some heads, and
soon enough she was wear
ing a Lakers’ uniform.
“Beyond just the skills
on the ball, she is an electric
athlete,” Hosier said. “She is
someone that plays taller than
she looks because of her quick
ness, pace and leaping ability.”
In her first year as a Laker,
Martin quickly showed why
she earned a spot on the

now we’ve got two sopho
mores and a junior out there.
Have they grown up? I think
they have. They can’t have
mental lapses and mistakes.”
Senior defensive end Al
ton Voss and offensive guard
Evan Schriner are the only
starters who won’t suit up in
the opener due to injury. Re
placing Voss will be recently
acquired graduate transfer
Sydney Omameh, who has
16.5 career sacks at his previ
ous school, Ohio Dominican.
Omameh is getting his
first start sooner than he an
ticipated, but his experience
has prepared him for these

types of situations.
“(Omameh) was proactive
about getting himself in a situ
ation where he’s able to go out
and play some snaps, so that’s
been huge,” said GVSU defen
sive line coach EJ Whitlow.
Fans are encouraged to
wear blue for the opening
game, to go along with the
new all-blue uniforms the
Lakers will be wearing. For
fans who can’t make it to
the game, ESPN3 is provid
ing an online stream of the
game at www.espn.com/watr
chespn. Game day parking
information can be found at
www.gvsulakers.com.

team. She finished the season
tied for third on the team in
points with 29, including 10
goals and nine assists.
“Whether it was starting
or coming off the bench,
she brought a spark to the
field and energy to our
team,” said GVSU forward
Gabriella Mencotti.
Martin scored some im
portant goals for the Lakers
in the playoffs. She netted
the equalizer in the quarterfi
nals against Central Missouri
and the game winning goal
against Western Washington

in the semifinals. By the end
of the season, Martin finally
lived out her dream: winning
a national championship.
“My whole journey, that’s
what I wanted. That was the
ultimate goal.” Martin said.
Now starting her senior
season, for the first time in
Martin’s collegiate soccer ca
reer, she is returning for a sec
ond season at the same school.
She is returning to a place she
can finally call home.
“I actually feel like 1 know
where I am, and I know where
I am going,” Martin said.
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DIVISION II ATHLETICS

Pay to play
GV spends millions less in annual sports
subsidies than Division I counterparts
m
r

ally spends the most with $15.6
million toward institutional
*
funding in 2015. However,
Grand Valley State’s sports GVSU generated the most rev
teams have been incred enue, reaching $3.7 million
ibly successful for years. from camps, donations, con
GVSU’s varsity athletic cessions and ticket sales.
teams have won 14 nation
Michigan’s in state Mid
al championships in six American Conference (MAC)
sports, and have been na schools Western Michigan,
tional runners-up 13 times Central Michigan and East
in eight different sports.
ern Michigan all spend sig
GVSU athletics have no nificantly more in sports sub
problem with winning ev sidies than GVSU. In 2015,
ery year, so the question is WMU spent $25.8 million
raised: Why doesn’t GVSU ($1,080 per-student), CMU
move from a Division II spent $19.4 million and EMU
school to a Division I school? spent $27.3 million.
The answer to that question
Selgo also believes not
goes hand-in-hand with the spending as much on GVSU’s
question of why
athletic
pro
and how GVSU
grams in recent
pays less in ath
years has helped
letic subsidies
the
overall
“Part of the DNA
compared
to
growth of the
of GVSU is to use
other instate
university.
public universi all of our resources
“Just look at
ties.
the growth of
as best we can.”
“Division II
GVSU in the
is just overall
past 15 years,”
less costly than
he said. “With
THOMAS HAAS
GVSU PRESIDENT
Division
I,"
all the new aca
former GVSU
demic buildings
AthleHc Direc
we’ve added, all
tor Tim Selgo
the new hous
ing we’ve add
said.
“Stu
dents at Central, Eastern ed, the brand new library and
and Western Michigan all learning center that we have.
have to pay a much larger We were able to do all of
subsidy for their athletic those things as an institution
program to be in Division because we weren’t spending
I. And if you look at our all that money on our athletic
overall annual budget for programs.”
GVSU’s athletic subsidy
college athletics at GVSU,
it’s about one third the cost rounds out to $12,198,807.
of athletics at, for example, These institutional funds in
clude student fees, direct in
Western Michigan.”
Among Michigan’s Divi stitutional support as well as
sion II schools, GVSU actu indirect institutional support.
BY DANNY SCHWARTZ

DSCHWARTZ@LANTHORN.COM

This strategy has given GVSU
great success with enrollment.
Over the past decade, while
EMU, WMU and CMU have
lost students, GVSU has grown
by more than 3,000.
Keri Becker, who took
over for Selgo as GVSU’s
athletic director in July, be
lieves GVSU’s athletic pro
gram does a great job of set
ting priorities and spreading
the funds accordingly.
“It’s not necessarily be
ing Division II as the reason
we have less costs, because
Lake Superior, for example,
is Division II and they pay
more,” Becker said. “So that
brings up the question of
how we can be so success
ful without spending near
as much per student.”
In the 2014 fall semester
enrollment, the per-student
cost for GVSU’s institutional
support for athletics was
$486.12, while Lake Superior
State, EMU and WMU were
over $1,000 paid per student,
with less athletic success.
President Thomas Haas
likes the direction the
GVSU athletic program is
heading, and is content with
it as a Division II program.
“Part of the DNA of GVSU
is to use all of our resources as
best we can,” Haas said. “Most
of the dollars that we get are
from student tuition dollars
so we want to make sure we
use them properly and get a
good return for students as
well. We want to make sure
that the dollars are stretched
as far as they can, and at the
same time give our student
athletes the tools to succeed.”

STAYING GROUNDED: Lubbers Stadium pictured during a tournament. Last year, GVSU was able to
generate the most revenue of Division II schools, reaching a $3.7 million profit. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF

READY TO GO: Workers put the final touches on Lubbers Stadium new video board. The new display
will be ready for the opening of the football season Thursday, Sept. 1 against Tiffin. GVL | KEVIN SIELAFF

ROWING

NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONS: The GVSU rowing team warms up during the Lubbers Cup Regatta April 9. This year’s team will be utilizing a new campaign building off of a rebuilding project from a year ago
focusing on utilizing young talent and experience from previous years. The club’s first event, the Beach Olympiad, will be held on Sept. 10 in Grand Haven to kick off the 2016-17 season. GVL | KEVIN SIELAFF

Testing
the waters

to

GV rowing team confident
heading into 2016 season
to
BY MASON TRONSOR
llTRONSOR@LANTHORN.COM

Valley State club
fowing coach John BanCheri has been instilling a
Ipecific phrase heading into
the 2016 rowing season.
“Let those who quit striving

Grand
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for excellence move over for
those who will not,” he said.
The Lakers enter the new
campaign off what was a re
building project a year ago.
Young talent has gained expe
rience from the previous year
and is ready to earn its stripes
as varsity oarsmen and women.

Varsity practice is al
ready under way for the
Laker boats; the first novice
practice will be held Sept.
7. The club’s first event is
the Beach Olympiad held
in Grand Haven Sept. 10.
Later in the month, the var
sity crews will travel across
the border to Canada to
compete in the Head of the
Welland Regatta.
“I am really looking for
ward to working with my
teammates to build a solid
foundation of talent this year,”
said women’s varsity captain
Faith Platz. “We have a very
dedicated group of girls, and
I’m excited to be a part of it.”
The women’s team had a
solid year last season for a re
building project. The squad
boasted victories at major

competitions including the
Lubbers Cup and MACRA
(Mid-America
Collegiate
Rowing Association) champi
onships. They also boasted a
final’s appearance at the Dad
Vail National Championship
regatta as well as a silver medal
at the ninth annual ACRA
(American Collegiate Rowing
Association) championships.
Members of those wom
en’s novice crews who suc
ceeded at those events as well
have returned to the team as
varsity members this season,
hoping to continue the tra
dition of strong rowing and
compete for more success.
“I expect we will be able to
develop quickly into an excep
tional crew,” Platz said. “As with
any year at Grand Valley Row
ing, we aspire to be successful

everywhere we go. Hopefully
that means we’ll bring lots of
hardware home to Allendale.”
As for the men, Bancheri
said the crew rowed to the
best of their abilities last year.
However, the success just did
not follow as much as the ef
fort. This will change this fall
as the rebuilding cycle is over.
The men’s crew has col
lected the talent and pieces
needed to become a fastpaced crew who can compete
with anybody in the country
with consistent hard work.
“The mindset we have
to have is ’why not,’ said
men’s
captain
Christo
pher Doherty. “Why can’t
we medal at our races this
spring? Why cant this be
one of the best years for the
club ever? If we keep work

ing like I know we will, there
will not be a reason why we
can’t achieve the high level
that we all want to reach.”
Coach Bancheri learned
two important lessons from
last season. One, he needs
to stick to the program he
knows best. The second was
that collective effort will al
ways trump individual suc
cess in the long run.
“In my view, talent is
omnipotent,
there
are
many talented people that
have the ability to do great
things,”
Bancheri
said.
“However they have to be
willing to show up every
day, be good at the funda
mentals, continue to im
prove their skill and power,
while supporting their
teammates to do the same.”

SEPTEMBER 1, 2016
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Taking
the next
step
GV cross
country’s
sights set on
national
championship
REDEMPTION: Kendra Foley competes during the 2014 Track and Field National Championships in Louisville, KY. The Laker cross country
team is looking to use this season to win a national championship, a goal that was missed during last year's season. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF

BY BRADY MCATAMNEY
BMCATAMNEY@LANTHORN.COM

Not every season can have a
happy ending.
Last year, the Grand Valley
State cross country team was
unable to achieve the result
that they so badly desired - a
national championship. The
Laker men placed fourth and
the women second at the 2015
nationals in Joplin, Missouri.
Just because they fell short,
though, doesn’t necessarily
mean they’re discontented with
last season as a whole.
“I definitely would consider
last year to be successful. A lot
of people had high hopes of us

winning again, but I think, at
the end of the day, we went out
at nationals and gave it our all,”
said senior Kendra Foley.
The Lakers are happy with
a GLIAC championship as well
as a NCAA Midwest Regional
Championship for both the
men’s and women’s teams.
There are some runners re
turning to this year’s battalion
that will look to make an im
pact and finish what last year’s
team started.
“On the men’s side we have
a great crew coming back,” said
GVSU coach Jerry Baltes. “Of
course Zach Panning finish
ing 5th, that’s a highlight, Wuoi
Mach, Bryce Bradley, Chris

May. We’re looking for those
four guys to do big things.
‘On the ladies side, of course
we’ve got Kendra (Foley), and
Gina (Patterson) who were
both top 15 last year, Kendra
second and national champ
two years ago. Her training is
going real well. We’ll look for
them to set the tone for us and
we’ve got about probably 12-15
ladies and any of them can be
our third to seventh runner, so
they’ll need to take the next step
before the season rolls around.”
In addition to those athletes
returning to the course, there
figure to be a handful of fresh
faces that will look to leave their
mark on the season as well.

“We have a great recruit
ing class this year and our true
freshmen look really good on
paper. Some of them might not
be in uniform this year but we
have some redshirt freshmen
who will be looking to do really
well,” Panning said.
Included on this year’s
schedule are some important
dates in order for Baltes to
make a few crucial decisions
as far as who will be the main
competitors for the Lakers
come championship season.
The Lakers will open their
season Sept. 16 at the Spartan
Invitational in East Lansing,
which the lakers are excited
for, but Baltes describes the

event as a rust-buster and a
starting point to gauge where
the team is at.
Afterwards, they will travel
to Louisville, Kentucky on Oct.
1 to take part in the Greater
Louisville Classic. They wrap
up the season with events in
Lansing, Illinois and Muskegon
before the GLIAC champion
ships in Big Rapids.
One factor that will help the
Lakers get through the grind of
training and competing until
the season reaches its exodus is
the fact that both teams, men’s
and women’s, are like family.
“Our team compared to
others is that we’re bigger which
helps because were pushing

each other every day. We say
we’re like a family. I have 30
sisters and 50 brothers,” Foley
said.
As far as goals go for this
season, Baltes and the Lakers
have a clear vision as to where
they want to be at the end of
November.
“Ultimately, it’s to compete
for a national championship.
We want to toe the line down
in Tampa to compete for a title,”
Baltes said. “Certainly compete
for a conference and regional
championship and have every
one improve and reach their
potential, you know, at the end
of the year we can only put sev
en of our best on the line.”

national anthem.” Not, “rise
and remove your caps for the
singing of our national anthem
or there will be consequences.”
So when the announcer
comes on before the
national anthem, if Kae
pernick does not want to
stand, he does not have to.
And now for the side that
is in support of Kaepernick
sitting. What is actually being
accomplished by him sitting?
While we are not talking
about football a week before
the season, are we even talk
ing about the oppression
of people of color in this
country? I think not.
Instead, everyone is fixated
on the action of sitting during
the anthem and not the actual
stance that Kaepernick is tak
ing. We are busy talking about

if he has the right to sit during
the anthem and not how to
fix the oppression of people of
color in this country.
Making people angry by
sitting down during the na
tional anthem is not going
to solve anything. While I
agree with most of Kaeper
nick’s points that he brings
up with the media, I have to
question what is being ac
complished by his protests.
There has to be a better way.
Speak up. You have a voice
and people will listen to you.
Start a campaign. Start a peti
tion. Do anything. People will
follow. If changes are going
to be made in this country,
it starts with the people who
have the opportunity to
speak up at a national level
and make a difference.

NFL

Column: To sit or stand?
Debating the Colin Kaepernick national anthem controversy

BY JOSH PEICK
JPEICK@LA N THORN. COM

The NFL season is only a
week away. That means fan
tasy leagues are scrambling to
set draft times before the sea
son starts. It means that there

is only one more Thursday
and one more Sunday with
out regular season football.
But are we even talking about
football right now?
No, we’re not.
Instead, we are talking
about Colin Kaepernick. The
San Francisco 49ers quar
terback who sat in protest
during the national anthem
in Friday night’s loss to the
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Green Bay Packers Aug. 26.
Kaepernick issued a
statement after the game
to NFL media.
“I am not going to stand
up to show pride in a flag
for a country that oppresses
black people and people of
color,” Kaepernick said.
Kaepernick’s decision
to sit during the national
anthem has sparked outrage
but also support throughout
the nation. Each side has
compelling arguments, but I
have a message for both sides
and a possible solution.
For the side upset that

Kaepernick is choosing to sit
during the national anthem, I
have some bad news for you.
He can do whatever he wants
to do during the national
anthem. He can do jumping
jacks if he feels like it.
You know why you
hear the phrase, “it’s a free
country, and I can do what I
want,” so often? It’s because
it is, and Kaepernick has the
right to sit or stand during
the national anthem.
The last time I checked, the
announcer at sporting events
says, “please rise and remove
your caps for the singing of our
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Housing

The Lanthorn is seeking
candidates for
our Distribution Team. If you
are interested in being a
Distribution Associate, check
LakerJobs or email
our Distribution Manager at
distribution@lanthorn.com
for more information.

Apartment available from
August 2016 to July 2017 at
48 West. Large bedroom
with a private bathroom and
payments are $510 with an
included covered parking
spot.
Email: nunnr@mail.gvsu.edu

1 have a room available for
sublease for next school
year, in a Campus View 4
bedroom, 2.5 bath townhome. I'll even pay your first
month's rent! If interested,
contact me at
boczarn@mail.gvsu edu.

Looking for a fourth female
roommate for a Campus
West apartment for the
2016-2017 school year! We
have a 4 bedroom 2 bath
floor plan. We have a
full kitchen and laundry room
as well. Rent is around 445,
plus utilities that are around
25-30 each month!
You can contact me at my
cell:(269)491 -7822
or my email:
millera4@mail.gvsu.edu.

Looking for one,
non-partying, female
roommate to rent out a
bedroom in a newly built
house on 52nd street about
2 minutes away from the
Allendale Campus for the
Fall 2016 and Winter 2017
semester. The rent is $560 a
month, which
includes utilities, free WIFI,
and an alarm system for
safety. If you are interested,
please contact me at
bkr2448@gmail.com

For Sale
Got something to sell?
You can advertise it here!
Submit your classified on
www lanthorn.com
or email it to
assistantbusiness@ lanthorn.
com.
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Housing

Housing

Looking for a female
roommate for a house in
Southeast Grand Rapids on
Fuller Ave 5 bedroom 2.5
bath. Rent is $400 a month
Move in date is August 1st.
Contact me by email if you
are interested at
dillerc@mail.gvsu.edu.

Looking for someone to
sublease my apartment at
Meadows Crossing for the
2016-2017 school year. The
apartment is fully furnished
and you would have your
own bedroom and bathroom.
I am looking for a boy or girl.
You can email me
for more information!
mayad@mail.gvsu.edu.
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Looking for roommate,
apartment in Allendale right
across from GVSU campus
entrance. Rent is $525
which INCLUDES utilities
and internet. You will have
your own bathroom, walk-in
closet, balconey, and
covered parking spot.
If interested email me at
waypae@mail.gvus.edu.
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Need to sublet my
apartment. Apartment 48.
Private room/bathroom.
3 female roommates to
share common living room,
laundry, kitchen, dining. I will
pay sublet fee. 507/month
Please let me know if
interested -- 813 253 9400.

Student Org Events
Have an event for a student
organization that you want to
promote? Advertise that
here! Submit your classified
online at www.lanthorn.com
or email it to
assistantbusiness@ lanthorn.
com.
The GVSU Club Sailing
Team is hosting a golf
outing on Family Weekend!
Come join us at
the Meadows Golf Club on
September 17th for
a shotgun start at 10am, a
hole in one car, food +
prizes, great memories
and more'
Visit
sailing54.wix.com/golfouting
or email
sailing@mail.gvsu.edu for
more information!
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